Suspended Special Conditions
SGB-CAPE including SGB SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS OSS (a division of WACO AFRICA LIMITED)
SCAFFOLD M-POWER (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED (a subsidiary of WACO AFRICA LIMITED)
SGB SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS ( A division of WACO AFRICA LIMITED)
(that one of which shall be the contracting party being hereinafter referred to as “the Supplier”)
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT RELATING TO SUSPENDED PLATFORM CONTRACTS
(additional to general and special conditions of contract)
1)
The Suspended Platform complies with the OHS ACT and Construction Regulations as amended.
2) 	You are reminded that the Hirer’s appointed suspended platform supervisor must, in terms of the law, inspect all equipment of
the suspended platform on a daily basis, and keep records of these inspections.
3) 	All the Hirer’s employees using a suspended platform must be trained, competent and physically and psychologically fit in
terms of the Construction Regulations
4) 	220 Volt Power supply to be provided by the Hirer at no cost to the Supplier. Point of supply to be within 30m of platform
operating position.
5)
The suspended platform must be isolated after use each day by a competent employee of the Hirer.
6) 	The Supplier will train at least 2 members of the Hirer’s regular staff on platform operation, which is simple and only involves a
few hours of instruction. A formal certificate is issued. Only holders of said Certificates are authorised to operate platforms. All
operatives are to wear safety harnesses secured to the platform during the operation. The Supplier does NOT hold itself liable
for any injury or damage caused by unauthorised platform use or operation.
7) 	The Hirer is in terms of the Machinery & Occupational Safety Act, responsible for maintaining platforms in a safe operating
condition from date of handover and for carrying out the mandatory inspections.
8) 	The Hirer to provide free use of site Crane, Transformer or Generator as necessary. 9) The Hirer shall maintain the platform in a
clean condition throughout duration of contract. Failure to do so shall lead to liability for cleaning charges.
10)
The Hirer shall be responsible for providing all necessary pavement licenses and pedestrian protection.
11) 	The Hirer shall ensure that the existing roof is capable of safely withstanding additional imposed loads from the platforms and
shall be responsible for supplying all necessary back propping. The Hirer shall ensure roof / parapets are able to withstand
extra imposed loading from stalk and counterweights / Parapet Clamps.
12) 	Whilst the Supplier shall will take every precaution, it will not be responsible for any damage caused to roof / roofs during the
course of the work.
13)
This quotation is subject to a site inspection by the Supplier’s duly authorized representatives.
14) 	Hirer shall be responsible for all the Supplier’s materials, from first day of delivery to last date of collection. NOTE: The
Supplier’s materials are not insured whilst in possession of the Hirer, therefore any equipment damaged, lost or stolen will be
charged for as per the Supplier’s Contract Conditions.

